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The KANMED°WARMINGCABINET warms by circulating warm air. Default maximum temperature is 42ºC, but 
a 50ºC Cabinet is also available. The temperature is easy to change between 35ºC to 42ºC (or 35ºC to 50ºC). 

The  KANMED°WARMINGCABINET comes in two sizes; height 175 cm or 90 cm. You can equip it with shelves 
or drawers, lockable wheels or adjustable feet. The large version accommodates up to 10 shelves or drawers, 
the small version 5 shelves or drawers.

The patient warmer KANMED°OPERATHERM is mostly used in the OR area but can also be practical for warming 
in cardio vascular x-ray procedures, neonatal areas etc. The Kanmed Operatherm together with Kanmed 
Anti Pressure Gel Pads, that are prewarmed in the  KANMED°WARMINGCABINET, will help you prevent patient 
hypothermia efficiently.

Kanmed Warming Cabinet Large

Art. No. GE-1380

Kanmed Warming Cabinet Small

Art. No. GE-1380-90CM

KANMED°OPERATHERM KANMED°WARMINGCABINETKANMED°GELPAD

*Compared to less insulated cabinets you will save more than Euro 200 per year in power consumption!

The KANMED°WARMINGCABINET is designed to assist 
in the reduction of patient hypothermia. The Cabinet is 
mainly used in the operating theatre area for warming 
intra venous, dialysis & irrigation fluids, Kanmed Gel 
Pads and other gel positioning equipment. 

The Cabinet is also used in the recovery area to warm 
blankets and other patient bedding material. 

The Cabinet will actively assist in maintaining 
normothermia in the perioperative phase.

The universal  KANMED°WARMINGCABINET is made 
in Sweden using stainless steel and high quality 
components making the construction very sturdy. A 
long and trouble free life time is ensured.

Made in Sweden. Stainless steel 
and high quality components 
ensure a long and trouble free 
lifetime.

The Cabinet comes with either 
adjustable feet or lockable 
wheels. 

Shelves and Drawers glide easily 
on sturdy roller bearings making 
access to items easy.

Universal Warming Cabinet for 
prewarming of: 

The well insulated 
door and cabinet 
makes it very silent 
and the power 
consumption is 
low*.

Double insulating 
safety glass makes 
it easy to see the 
stored items.
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